
 I have not had much contact with Williams because I have not wanted to show any support for or 
provide any support for their project. And have no intention to sell them an easement. 

 

Yes. A few years ago I had intended to sell the property. After talking to real estate agents it would 
almost be impossible to sell the property because I would have to disclose what is going on with the 
pipeline and the property. No one would want to buy the property unless it was deeply discounted. 

 

It has been a long and stressful ordeal to deal with not knowing what is going to happen to the property 
over the last twelve  years or so. Because I have not been able to sell it I have had to pay property taxes 
on something I cannot even begin to get rid of or use or want to put out expenses to later get 
condemned. How much longer does this need to go on? Then if it is approved I will have to have an 
easement that reduces my usable property by at least 25% in accordance to Williams' estimate. And I 
would be stuck paying property taxes on what I cannot get rid of short of abandoning the property. 

The impact on my property would make it virtually worthless. Williams is only interested in purchasing 
an easement. The odds are the easement will cut the property in half. The property is on the East side of 
the Rogue River. It is where the pipeline will cross under the Rogue River. The property is pie shape with 
the large end on the river, the property lines moving in to an apex inland. The best odds are the pipeline 
is going to go through my well or septic tank or approved building site or any combination of the three, I 
figure best it will go through two of the fore mentioned sites. I cannot use my property to build to the 
North because of other existing restrictions. Also, because of the restrictions on what can be done on 
the pipeline easement it will leave me with very little unapproved site area in Southwest corner of the 
property. It will affect my land use by more than 25%. I estimate more than 50% but more likely around 
75% of the land will not be usable. I am not sure a living structure will be able to be even put on the land 
because of lack of usable land. Therefore, I will be responsible for paying taxes on land I cannot use. This 
will lead me to probably abandoning the property. Making the property at best useless. Only fair thing 
they can do is purchase the property at fair market value. 

 

Pacific Connector actions is causing me not to be able to sell my land and if the project is approved it will 
make the property worthless. The pipeline does not benefit anyone except Pacific Connector and 
threatens the Rogue River with possible leaks. 

This is a project that is not necessary. Exporting gas in not something we need to do in this country and 
they also have no foreign buyers. It will not really benefit the local community or the country it will only 
benefit Pacific Connector and their backers. Definitely it will not benefit the landowners. I felt about 12 
years ago that PC just wanted to get an easement for the ability to use it, if not for the pipeline, to use it 
for power lines, fiber optic lines or whatever. To sale their ownership in the easement is a way for them 
to get a financial benefit on the back of the landowners. Last year I found out PC, yes, they could use the 
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easement for other things besides the pipeline and sell space on the easement. I do not believe PC is 
really interested in just a pipeline but a way to get the easement for future undetermined projects and 
financial gains at the expense of others. 

Nicholas Garcia 

owner: 3000 Old Ferry Road, Shady Cove OR 

 


